TRIG
APPLICATIONS

Day #1 - Law of cosines to find a side.notebook

Trig Applications
DAY 1

Mar 2-10:10 AM

What can you do with trig?
Historically, it was developed for astronomy and geography, but scientists have been
using it for centuries for other purposes, too. Besides other fields of mathematics, trig
is used in physics, engineering, and chemistry.
Within mathematics, trig is, used in primarily in calculus (which is perhaps its greatest
application), linear algebra, and statistics. Since these fields are used throughout the
natural and social sciences, trig is a very useful subject to know.

Mar 2-10:10 AM

From a point on the ground 25 feet from the foot of a tree, the angle of
elevation of the top of the tree is 32°. Find to the nearest foot, the height
of the tree.

Mar 2-10:10 AM
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What if the tree was growing on
a hillside instead of on the flat
ground?

Mar 2-10:10 AM

The Law of Cosines
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Mar 2-10:10 AM

1). In A ABC, if a = 4, c = 6 and m< B = 60, find b, to the nearest
tenth.

Mar 2-10:10 AM
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2). In A ABC, if b = 8, c = 5 and cosA =1/10, find a.

Mar 2 10:10 AM
-

3). In A PQR, if p = 12, q= 8 and cos R 1/3, find r.

Mar 2-10:10 AM

4). In A RST, ifr = 11, s = 12 and m< T = 120, find t, to the
nearest tenth.

Mar 2-10:10 AM
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5). In A CDE, if c = 4, d = N/2 and m< e = 45, find e, to the
nearest tenth.

Mar 2 10:10 AM
-

6). Find to the nearest integer the measure of the base of an
isosceles triangle if the measure of the vertex angle is 84 and the
measure of each leg is 12 cm.

Mar 2-10:10 AM

July 20, 2010
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Name:
Law of cosines HW Day 1
1)

In AABC, a = 4, b = 3, and cos C = -1. What is

4)

the length of c?

2)

A company owns two buildings on a triangular lot
as shown below. The length of building 1 is 250'
and the length of building 2 is 380'. The buildings
meet as shown at point R at an angle of 68 ° 47'.
The company wants to install a fence from point S
to point T.

Two straight roads, RT and ST, intersect at a
town T and form with each other an acute angle of
67° . Towns at R and S are 22 miles and 31 miles,
respectively, from T. Find, to the nearest mile, the
distance between towns R and S.
Find the length of this new fence to the nearest tenth
of a foot.

3)

A metal brace in the form of a triangle, ABC, has
rriLB = 106° , AB = 21 cm, and BC = 24 cm. Find
the length of AC to the nearest centimeter.

5)

Airplane A leaves Chicago on a flight plan to New
York City at the same time that airplane B leaves
St. Louis on a flight plan to New York City. The
directions of the two planes make an angle of
55°40 ' with each other. At a given instant,
airplane A is 120 miles from New York City while
airplane B is 200 miles away. Find, to the nearest
mile, the distance between the planes at this instant.

Day #2 - Law of cosines to find an angle.notebook
Using the Law of Cosines to Find an Angle

Mar 3-9:28 AM

Law of Cosines:

c2 =
-

lab Cosa

A generalization of the Pythagorean Theorem "angle C were a right
angle, the cosine of angle C would be zero and the Pythagorean Theorem
would result

This same process could be used to produce other lettered statements of this law.
= a' + -2accosB
c' = a' + b' -2abcosC

Thit...7911M.11.1192.11/“.1.44W.,1121.riah,`.1.1.1ii

Mar 3-9:28 AM

1). In A ABC, a = 5, b = 7 and c = 10. Find cos B.

'PO

Mar 3-9:28 AM

Oil, A'
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2).In A CDE, c = 1, d = 2 and e =

,/r. Find m< E.

Mar 3-9:28 AM

3).In A ABC, the measure of the sides are 3, 5 and 7. Find the
measure of the largest angle in the triangle, to the nearest
degree.

Mar 3-9:28 AM

4). Find to the nearest degree the measure of a base angle of an isosceles

triangle whose equal sides each measure 3 in. and whose base measures 4 in.

Mar 3-9:28 AM
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Law of cosines HW Day 2
1)

In AABC, a = 4, b = 3, and c = 3. What is the
value of cos A?

6)

Find x to the nearest degree.
210

A canoe race is to be run over a triangular course
marked by buoys A, B, and C. The distance
between A and B is 100 yards, between B and C is
160 yards, and between C and A is 220 yards.
Find the measure of angle ABC to the nearest
degree.

5)

The sides of a triangle are 5, 10, and 14. Find the
largest angle to the nearest degree.

160
320

3)

4)

Find x to the nearest degree.

51
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Law of cosines CW Day 3
1)

2)

3)

In AABC, a = 4, b = 3, and c = 3. What is the
value of cos A?

4)

In AABC, a = 3, b = 5, and c = 7. Find inLC.

5)

The sides of a triangle are 3, 4, and 5. Find the
smallest angle to the nearest degree.

6)

The distance from boathouse C to two points, A
and B, on the shore of a lake are 6.4 miles and
3.8 miles, respectively. If angle ACB measures
67°40 ' , find to the nearest tenth of a mile the
distance between A and B.

In AABC, a = 6, b = 12, and mi_C = 60° . What is
the length of side c to the nearest integer?

In ABCD, if c = 2, d = 3, and mLB = 110° , find b
to the nearest tenth.

7)

8)

Airplane A leaves Chicago on a flight plan to New
York City at the same time that airplane B leaves
St. Louis on a flight plan to New York City. The
directions of the two planes make an angle of
55°40 ' with each other. At a given instant,
airplane A is 120 miles from New York City while
airplane B is 200 miles away. Find, to the nearest
mile, the distance between the planes at this instant.

Two straight roads, RT and ST, intersect at a
town T and form with each other an acute angle of
67 ° . Towns at R and S are 22 miles and 31 miles,
respectively, from T. Find, to the nearest mile, the
distance between towns R and S.

9)

1796 - 1 - Page 2
A local airline does not offer direct connection from
city A to city B. Rather, the flight travels 40 mi from
city A to city C, then 70 mi from C to B. If
mLACB = 110° , find the distance between city A
and city B to the nearest mile.

10) The beam of a searchlight situated at an offshore
point W sweeps back and forth between shore
points A and B. Point W is located 12 kilometers
from A and 25 kilometers from B. The distance
between A and B is 29 kilometers. Find the
measure of LAWB to the nearest ten minutes.

-(1
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Area of a triangle

Mar 4-12:55 PM

What is the area of triangle ABS if the AB = 8 and CD 7?

B

Mar 4-12:55 PM

What is the area of triangle ABC if o - 8, a = 6 and In< B = 30?

Mar 4-12:55 PM

1

q

2-
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THE AREA FORA R'LA FOR A TRLANOLE
.4

For n uinnple wide side lenpihs n. h, and
nod
opposite nnoles of.). B. nail C'. the 111*A is given by:
2

Now try:
What is the area of triangle ABC if c - 8, a - 6 and m< B - 30?
C

Mar 4-12:55 PM

I. 141 1421C. A.B .16. BC' =18, nial BILB
It 83

(3) 166

12) 34

(4) 68

6e

Theneen of.ABCis cloaest to

Mar 4-12:55 PM

2. Which of the followings opcesents the men Of !dapple .D.E.F shown below?
(1) 24

(.3)12

(2) 124

(4) 24472

Mar 4-12:55 PM

2
)11—/3
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2 Au iiowelo ilinnplo lins low of length 20 Who nod boo molts that
i. the aim lo 0%41106101 wpme inch, of due trinnglo,
111200
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(4)91

1110011110

24'

Winch of the following

Mar 4-12:55 PM

4.

Which of tho following

M110001116

the Inn of 1111 equilntornl ninnole whose side length menstint 6?

(1) 32

(3) 6 4E

(2) 1443

(4) 1645

--eeeeee.

Mar 4-12:55 PM

5. A porellelognun whose aide. Imo length of 12 feet end 9 foe end who e nem 'mole monsoon 52' bee nn
owe. 11001111110 to 11100050ml moue foot, of
(1)43

13)65

12) 38

(4) 07
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6. Ultimo 14 tryinp to ltafenuluo the Amount of point she will need fot the itinnpulos portion dill. Hain of bet
house A pollon of the point oh. to flints will cover 130 toots fen If the portion she must point hos nit
shops of on itoseeloo Montle. shown Iwlow, with lop of Wish 66 foot and hole anpleb of 30% &tomtit*
file miniimun number of potions of palm she will need. She on only litiy11:11111 in Ispollon

Mar 4-12:55 PM

7. leonine would like to put fsucinft tumid her flower pardon, which hos the slinpt of tin rquilotesol
If Jimmie knows the out of het pudgy in SO square fols, tirtenidne the WO of towing dint lamina will
nerd. neonate to thr neorat dentin of n fool.
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Area of a triangle Day 4 HW
1)

If mLB = 60° , a = 6, and c = 10, what is the area
of AABC ?

6)

If d = 10, c = 9, and m4B = 108°40 ' , find the
area of ABCD to the nearest integer.

2)

To the nearest tenth of a square centimeter, what is
the area of the triangle below?

7)

In AABC, mLC = 30° and a = 24. If the area of
the triangle is 42, what is the length of side b?
[Express answer in simplest radical form if
necessary. ]

8)

If the area of ALMN = 99 square units, m = 12,
and m4L, = 120° , find n. [Express answer in
simplest radical form if necessary.]

9)

To the nearest tenth of a square centimeter, what is
the area of the triangle below?

3)

4)

What is the area of a parallelogram if two adjacent
sides measure 4 and 5 and an included angle
measures 60° ?

In AABC, a = 6, b = 8, and sin C = -4. Find the
area of EABC.

5)

6cm
20°

10cm
10°

In APQR, mLP = 101°, mLR = 42°, PQ = 17,
and QR = 14. Find the area of IPQR to the
nearest tenth. [Express answer in simplest radical
form if necessary.]

-1 6

Date:

Name:
Review for Test
Day 5

1) In SCAT ,a = 4, c = 5, and cos T = 1 What is the length of t?

2) In triangle ABC, if a = 10, b = 7, and c = 8, then the value of cos C is

3) The sides of a triangle measure 6, 7, and 9. What is the cosine of the largest angle?

4) Al is standing 50 yards from a maple tree and 30 yards from an oak tree in the park. His
position is shown in the accompanying diagram. If he is looking at the maple tree, he needs to
turn his head 120° to look at the oak tree.
Maple tree

Oak tree
How many yards apart are the two trees?

5) Peter (P) and Jamie (J) have computer factories that are 132 miles apart. They both ship their
completed computer parts to Diane (D). Diane is 72 miles from Peter and 84 miles from Jamie.
Using points D, J, and P to form a triangle, find InZPar to the nearest ten minutes or nearest
tenth of a degree.

6) In /ABC, AB = 10, AC = 8, and m<A = 45°. Find the area of ,A ABC, to
the nearest tenth of a square unit.

7) In an isosceles L, the two equal sides each measure 24 meters, and they
include an angle of 30°. Find the area of the isosceles triangle, to the
nearest sq. meter.

8) In a rhombus, each side is 15, and one angle is 130°. Find the area of the
rhombus, to the nearest square unit.

9) A triangle has two sides of 30 meters and 26 meters, and the angle between
them is an obtuse angle. If the area of the triangle is 300 sq. meters, find the
measure of the obtuse angle (to the nearest degree.)
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Law of Sines

Day 7

Mar 4-9:34 AM
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In IntABC ddo a to ft, ',KAI et30 ° and nt<C ,o53 ° . Find eldo F to the rearm tenth den Integer.

Jul 20-8:58 AM
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1). In A ABC, a 10, m< A 30 and m< B t. 50. Find b to the nearest integer.

Mar 4-9:34 AM

,
2) In A PQR, p - 12, sin p - 1/3 and q 9, find m < Q to the nearest degree

Mar 4-9:34 AM

Mar 4-9:34 AM
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4). In right ABC, m< C 90, m< A 56, and BC 8,7, Find AB to the nearest tenth.

Mar 4-9:34 AM

5), Three streets intersect, enclosing a small park. Two of the angles at which the streets
intersect measure 85 degrees and 65,degrees. The length of ther longest side of the park is 275
feet, Find the lengths of the other two sides of the park to the nearest tenth.

Mar 4-9:34 AM

3

4043 - 1 - Page 1
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Day 7 and 8 Law of Sines
HW odd #s
1)

Ifa = 4, b = 6, and sin A = -; in AABC, then sin B

4)

In APQR, mLP = 63° , mLR = 81° , and p = 80.
Find r to the nearest tenth.

5)

In triangle ABC, a = 15, c = 20, and mLC = 100° .
Find the measure of acute LA to the nearest
degree.

6)

In AABC, mLA = 38°, a = 11, b = 15, and LB is
an obtuse angle. Find the measure of acute LC to
the nearest degree.

equals
6

A) To
3

B) 270

2)

8

C) 10D)

9

In AABC, a = 15, b = 12, and sin A = Find
sin B.

3)

In ACDE, d= 12, e = 8, and sin D = .3. Find sin E.

7)

= 50°, a = 48, b = 62, and
In AABC,
angle B is obtuse. Find mLB to the nearest degree.

4043 - 1 - Page 2
10) Two boys from a surveying class establish a base
line AB on a level field. The boy at point A is
50 feet from the boy at point B. Each one sights a
stake at point C. The boy at A measures m4CAB
to be 78°40 ' . The boy at B measures mLCBA to
be 92°50 ' . Find, to the nearest foot, the distance
from A to C.
,

8)

In AABC, mLA = 47°, a= 50, b = 63, and
angle B is obtuse. Find mLC to the nearest degree.

11) A man at one point on the street finds that the angle
of elevation of the top of a tower is 29°50 ' . After
walking toward the tower for 200 feet in a straight
line, he finds that at the second point, the angle of
elevation of the top of the tower is 65°20 ' . What
is the height of the tower to the nearest foot.

9)

A rail line is being built from point A to point B.
Point C is chosen so that AC = 527 ft,
mLA = 48°20' and mLB = 10°48'. Find the
distance from point A to point B to the nearest tenth
of a foot.

12) From two points 250 yards apart on a horizontal
straight road running directly toward the launch pad,
the angles of elevation to the top of a rocket
measure 44° and 28° . Find the height of the rocket
to the nearest yard.

13) In AABC, a = 30, c = 27, and mLA. = 34°20 ' .
(a) Find the measure of LC to the nearest ten
minutes.
(b) Using the answer obtained in part (a), find the
area of AABC to the nearest square unit.

4043 - 1 - Page 3
16) A new high speed ferry service is being planned to
cross Blue Lake from City Mto City 0. The
distance from City Mto City R is known to be
167 miles. As shown in the diagram below, the
measure of LMRO is 68°25' and the measure of
LMOR is 83°10'.

Find the distance from City Mto City 0 to the
nearest tenth of a mile.
14) In AABC, sin A = 0.25, a = 5, and b = 10. Find
the value of sin B.

17) Find x to the nearest integer.
15) In AABC, mZ..A = 35° , mt..B = 48° , and a = 16.
Find c to the nearest tenth.
650
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Feb 12-08:22

Feb 12-08:22

Feb 12-08:22
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Now it's your turn:
1). Using your protractor, draw a 6" line in
middle of a blank sheet of paper.
2). Label the left side of the line angle "A".
3). Using your protractor, draw a 4" line that
forms a 3o degree angle with angle "A".
4). Label the end of the 4" line angle "B".
5). Make the third side of the triangle exactly 3"
inches long. Label that angle "C".
6). Using your protractor, measure angle "C" to
the nearest degree.

Feb 12-08:22

Feb 12-08:22

Feb 12-08:22

July 20, 2010
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What do you notice about the two angles that are created?

Feb 12-08:22

Feb 12-08:22

011'

bi—gy&—w&s

atin ambiguus, from aMbiler
.
ageiv to drive
or uncertain especially from obseuti !.or itidistmPtne
eSteUt an ambiguous color>
;'''1•Oaptableof being understood in two or more pOssible senses or
,74vilyS'' < an ambiguous smile> <an ambiguous term> <a deliberately
ambiguous reply>
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In triangles, the ambiguous case occurs
gven
i
two sides
i
and an angle opposife'on
sides (SSA).
In this ambiguous case, three possible situations
can occur:
1). No triangles with the given information exists.
2). One such triangle exists.
3). Two distinct triangles may be formed that
satisfy the given conditions.

44,4 5,....41,
-,..44.4-1..,44.14.400.6.1}.......ER-14171.W.441

.1.14.144-54,9,0...■44.401,..

Feb 12-08:22

If angleA is acute, and a = h, one possible triangle exists.

Feb 12-08:22

I

gle A is acute, and h < a < b, two possible triangles exists.

Feb 12-08:22

Ju'y 20, 2010
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If angle A Is obtuse, and a < b or a = b, no such triangle exists..

A

If angle A is obtuse, and a > b, ono such triangle exists,

....M...4143.51.4,....11.T.15,73..C.VVVERVV

.

Ltnti.

Feb 12-08:22

,

ample 1: In A ABC, a = 20, c = 16, and m<A = 30°. HoW„many
'distinct trfangles can be drawn given these measurements?

VANIV■PitiTIVAIVIMIMIVAKV.W -

P.V.111.1.1.1.21.1.11.4MIKIRK

Feb 12-08:22

ABC , b
di-triangles can be draithqiCrtnili"
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In ABC, c id, a 'ir;.ifvtt
e
Wet triangles can be drawn given these.

Feb 12-08:22

,

,

A.:, Sam needs to cut a triangle out of wheel Of Isepe'ri ,
plpqufrements that Bum must follow are that one of the Angie, nittetbeQc.,
6 0/deffeee0i:ifie side opposite the 6o degree angle must be 40 cm, encfcinciiC
'ktlier sides must be 15 cm. How many different triangles CariSam rnake t.•

Feb 12-08:22

.f
xample 5: An architect commissions a conimp,etiir
Wls}dbi
triangular window. The architect

where angle A • 50 degrees. BC • 10
distinct triangles can the contractor tonetitieitli

Feb 12-08:22
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Day 9 HW
1)

If a = 5, b = 7, and ZA = 30° , how many distinct
triangles can be constructed?

2)

If m4A = 125° , AB = 10, and BC = 12, what is
the number of distinct triangles that can be
constructed?

3)

If a = 5Nri, b = 8, and mLA = 45° , how many
distinct triangles can be constructed?

4)

If m4A = 45° , AB = 10, and BC = 8, the greatest
number of distinct triangles that can be constructed
is

5)

If a = 5, c = 18, and mLA = 30 ° , what is the total
number of distinct triangles that can be constructed?

6)

How many distinct triangles can be formed if
a = 20, b = 30, and mLA = 30° ?

8000 - 1 - Page 2
If mLA = 35° , a= 7, and b = 10, how many
distinct triangles can be formed?

7)

How many distinct triangles can be constructed if
mLA = 30° , b = 12 and a = 7?

9)

8)

If mLA = 48 ° , a= 7, and b = 9, the number of
distinct triangles that can be constructed is

10) In AABC, if b = 20 and mLA = 30 ° , it is possible
to construct two distinct triangles when side a
equals

Day 10 - Applied forces.notebook
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Applied Forces
Day 10

Mar 5-9:31 AM

Determine what formula to use:
Law of Sines or Law of Cosines
Draw the triangle

1) In triangle ABC b m 8, c m 7, and <A - 280 find a.
2) In triangle ABC <A - 400, a m 7.5, b ■ 10 find <B.

3) In triangle ABC <A -1480, a ■ 11, c 12.5 find <C.

4) In triangle ABC a -10, bm18, and

Mar 10 10:37 AM
-

20 lbs.
-• 12 lbs.

Mar 5-9:31 AM

19 find <C

Day 10 - Applied forces.notebook

12 lbs.

20 lbs.

Mar 5-9:31 AM

Mar 5-9:31 AM

A vector has both direction and magnitude. Vectors are very useful in representing the
properties of applied forces pushing or pulling an object in a given direction.
When two forces are applied to an object, a third force, called the resultant, is
created.

Applied
force I

Applied force 2

Note: The resultant doe. not bisect the
antic, between the forces, unless they are
equal

Mar 5-9:31 AM

July 20, 2010
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I), Two forces of 12 and 20 pounds act on the sled so that the angle between the two forces
measures 72 degrees. find, to the nearest tenth of a pound, the magnitude of the resultant the forces
produce.

Mar 5-9:31 AM

2), Two applied forces produce a resultant force of 18,6 pounds. The smaller force measures 15.8
pounds, and the larger force is 24,3 pounds. Find the measure of the angle between the two forces to
the nearest tenth of a degree.

Mar 5-9:31 AM

3). A resultant force of 162 pounds must be exerted to move a refrigerator, If the two applied forces
act on the refrigerator at angles of 43.6 and 38.7 degrees, find the magnitude of the larger force to th
nearest tenth of a pound.

Mar 5-9:31 AM
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1-IW odd #s

Name:

1 A tractor stuck in the mud is being pulled out by two trucks. One truck applies a force of 1,200
pounds, and the other truck applies a force of 1,700 pounds. The angle between the forces applied
by the two trucks is 72. Find the magnitude of the resultant force, to the nearest pound.

2 Forces of 40 pounds and 70 pounds act on a body at an angle measure 60°. Find the magnitude of
the resultant of these forces to the nearest hundredth of a pound.

3 Two equal forces act on a body at an angle of 80°. If the resultant force is 100 newtons, find the
value of one of the two equal forces, to the nearest hundredth of a newton.

4 The measures of the angles between the resultant and two applied forces are 65° and 42°, and the
magnitude of the resultant is 24 pounds. Find, to the nearest pound, the magnitude of the larger
force.

5 Two forces act on a body to produce a resultant force of 70 pounds. On of the forces is 50 pounds
and forms an angle of 67°40' with the resultant force. Find, to the nearest pound, the magnitude of
the other force.

6 Two tow trucks try to pull a car out of a ditch. One tow truck applies a force of 1,500 pounds while
the other truck applies a force of 2,000 pounds. The resultant force is 3,000 pounds. Find the angle
between the two applied forces, rounded to the nearest degree.

7 One force of 20 pounds and one force of 15 pounds act on a body at the same point so that the
resultant force is 19 pounds. Find, to the nearest degree, the angle between the two original forces.

8 Two forces of 14 and 30 act on a body forming an obtuse angle with each other. If the resultant
force has a magnitude of 20, find the angle between the two forces to the nearest degree.

9 Two forces of 130 and 150 pounds yield a resultant force of 170 pounds. Find, to the nearest ten
minutes or nearest tenth of a degree, the angle between the original two forces.

10 Two forces of 80 pounds and 100 pounds yield a resultant force of 60 pounds. Find, to the nearest
ten minutes or the nearest tenth of a degree, the angle between the two forces.

Day 10-11
Name:

HW odd #s

11 Two forces of 50 pounds and 69 pounds act on a body to produce a resultant of 70 pounds. Find, to
the nearest tenth of a degree or nearest ten minutes, the angle formed between the resultant and the
smaller force.

12 Two forces of 30 pounds and 40 pounds act upon a body, forming an acute angle with each other.
The angle between the resultant and the 30-pound force is 35°10'. Find, to the nearest ten minutes,
the angle between the two given forces.

13 Two forces of 40 pounds and 55 pounds act on a body, forming an acute angle with each other. The
angle between the resultant and the 40-pound force is 22°20'. Find, to the nearest ten minutes, the
angle between the two given forces.

14 Two forces of 42 pounds and 65 pounds act on a body at an acute angle with each other. The angle
between the resultant force and the 42-pound force is 38°. Find, to the nearest degree, the angle
formed by the 42-pound and the 65-pound forces.

15 Two forces of 25 newtons and 85 newtons acting on a body form an angle of 55°. Find the
magnitude of the resultant force, to the nearest hundredth of a newton. Find the measure, to the
nearest degree, of the angle formed between the resultant and the larger force.

16 Two forces of 40 pounds and 20 pounds, respectively, act simultaneously on an object. The angle
between the two forces is 40°. Find the magnitude of the resultant, to the nearest tenth of a pound.
Find the measure of the angle, to the nearest degree, between the resultant and the larger force.

17 A jet is flying at a speed of 526 miles per hour. The pilot encounters turbulence due to a 50-mileper-hour wind blowing at an angle of 47°, as shown in the accompanying diagram..

47°
526 mph

Find the resultant speed of the jet, to the nearest tenth of a mile per hour. Use this answer to find
the measure of the angle between the resultant force and the wind vector, to the nearest tenth of a
degree.
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18 Two forces act on a body at an angle of 100°. The forces are 30 pounds and 40 pounds. Find the
magnitude of the resultant force to the nearest tenth of a pound. Find the angle formed by the
greater of the two forces and the resultant force to the nearest degree.

19 Two forces of 25 pounds and 38 pounds act on a body at an angle of 74.5. Find, to the nearest tenth
of a pound, the magnitude of the resultant force. Using this answer, find the angle between the
resultant and the larger force to the nearest tenth of a degree.

20 Two forces of 35 pounds and 70 pounds act on a body, The angle between the two forces is 40.
Find the magnitude of the resultant force to the nearest tenth of a pound. Using this answer,
determine, to the nearest degree, the angle between the resultant and the larger force.

21 Two forces act on an object. The first force has a magnitude of 85 pounds and makes an angle of
31°30' with the resultant. The magnitude of the resultant is 130 pounds. Find the magnitude of the
second force to the nearest tenth of a pound. Using this answer, find, to the nearest ten minutes or
nearest tenth of a degree, the angle that the second force makes with the resultant.

22 Two forces are applied to an object. The measure of the angle between the 30.2-pound applied
force and the 50.1-pound resultant is 25. Find the magnitude of the second applied force to the
nearest tenth of a pound. Using this answer, find the measure of the angle between the second
applied force and the resultant to the nearest degree.

23 Gerardo and Bennie are pushing a box. Gerardo pushes with a force of 50 pounds in an easterly
direction, and Bennie pushes with a force of 39 pounds in a northeasterly direction. The resultant
force forms an angle of 32° with the 39-pound force. Find the angle between the 50-pound force
and the 39-pound force, to the nearest tenth of a degree. Find the magnitude of the resultant force,
to the nearest pound.
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I Double Triangle Problems

Mar 8-10:17 AM

To solve a "double triangle problem:
1). Fill in any missing angles using known properties', sum of the angles of
a triangle, supplementary angles, complementary angles, etc..
2). Use the law of sines to find the shared side (or any other side).
3). Using the value found in step 2 (don't round!), use the law of sines
again to find the missing value.
4). Round the answer correctly.

Mar 8 - 10:17 AM

1). Find the length of h to the nearest tenth.

Mar 8-10:17 AM

July 20, 2010
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2). Find the length of x to the nearest tenth,

X

640

%pa

Mar 8-10:17 AM

awake 10: To measure lite diltone, ROMS n wide river stuveyors teen technique of inensurinp 1111010 to n
fixed pomt on Ilne other Bide of the liver. In the clinprnm below, n enmity wane a point A and Midi
this infonuntion.
nr1D.4C.22'. The survey then move 2400 feet to point it nod fin& toLDBC
Mid the length of DC, the dinowe nem* the river. to t h e norm fret. Note, nIthoush conunon. this survey
technique minutes the rivet 'a aides me relatively proollel and atreiplit,
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A ship can use angle of elevation to a lighthouse in order to determine how far It is from the
shore. A boat starts at pointA end finds the angle of elevation to the lighthouse measures 28
degrees . After traveling 3.2 miles towards the lighthouse, the angle of elevation now
measures 36 degrees . Determine the distance, d, the boot is ftom the base of the lighthouse
to the nearest hundredth gin mile.

Mar 8-10:17 AM

July 20, 2010
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2)

From point A on one bank of a river, the angle of
elevation of the top of a tree is 43°20 ' . As shown
in the figure above, point B is 100 feet behind A
arid in the same straight line as A and C. From B,
the angle of elevation of the top of the tree is
32°30 ' Find AC to the nearest foot.

3)

A plane is flying a course directly over a straight line
joining two observation posts which are on level
ground below the plane, and which are 1 mile apart.
The plane is observed simultaneously at each post.
One post finds the angle of elevation to be 61 ° and
the other finds it to be 55° . Find, to the nearest
hundred feet, the height at which the plane is flying.

4)

The sides of a triangle are 5, 10, and 14. Find the
largest angle to the nearest degree.

5)

How many different triangles can be constructed,
given the parts m.LA = 45°, a = 40, and b = 36.

How many different triangles can be constructed,
given the parts mLA = 30° , a = 6, and b = 13.
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1)

2)

To determine the distance across a river, a surveyor
marked three points on one riverbank: H, G, and F,
as shown below. She also marked one point, K, on
the opposite bank such that KH 1 HGF,
mLKGH = 41° , and mLKFH = 37° . The distance
between G and F is 45 meters. Find KH, the width
of the river, to the nearest tenth of a meter.

Two forces, F1 and F2, have magnitudes of 25 and
40 pounds respectively, and act upon a body at an
angle of 67° between them. Find, to the nearest
pound, the resultant force, F3, of these two forces.

3)

Find, to the nearest degree, the measure of the
angle between two forces of 30 pounds and
35 pounds if the magnitude of the resultant is
42 pounds.

4)

How many different triangles can be constructed,
given the parts mLA = 45°, a= 40, and b = 36.

5)

How many different triangles can be constructed,
given the parts mLA = 30°, a= 8, and b = 10.

6)

How many different triangles can be constructed,
given the parts mLA = 30° , a = 6, and b = 13.

7)

The distance from boathouse C to two points, A
and B, on the shore of a lake are 6.4 miles and
3.8 miles, respectively. If angle ACB measures
67°40 ' , find to the nearest tenth of a mile the
distance between A and B.

9)

4884 - 1 Page 2
A rail line is being built from point A to point B.
Point C is chosen so that AC = 527 ft,
tnLA = 48°20' and mLB = 10 ° 48'. Find the
distance from point A to point B to the nearest tenth
of a foot.

10) From two points 250 yards apart on a horizontal
straight road running directly toward the launch pad,
the angles of elevation to the top of a rocket
measure 44° and 28° . Find the height of the rocket
to the nearest yard.
8)

Find x to the nearest degree.
210

160
320

